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CONDITIONS OF EFFICIENT FACULTY SERVICE

JAMES H. KIRKLAND, P H . D . , D.C.L.

Chancellor, Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tenn.

It is the purpose of this paper to inquire what are some of the
conditions of efficient service on the part of professors. Without
claiming to furnish a complete analysis, I have selected five condi-
tions that seem'to me important and that I desire briefly to discuss.
They are ( i ) preliminary training, (2) adequate remuneration, (3)
permanent tenure of office with a proper degree of personal and in-
tellectual freedom, (4) a share in the control of the institution
served, (5) a sympathy with outside social ends and aims.

I. PRELIMINARY TRAINING

In olden days men drifted into college chairs through a general
aptitude toward intellectual pursuits rather than through special
training. The ministry was considered a sufficient and satisfactory
preliminary service, for any form of college work, especially for the
presidency. To-day it is generally understood that men looking for-
ward to college positions must go through a course of graduate
study, secure the doctor's degree, serve an apprenticeship as in-
structors, and by excellence in class work, publication of papers, and
general usefulness, rise to higher rank. But the rate and progress
of this advance are subject to all manner of cross influences. Much
of the time and energy of young instructors is subtracted from the
worthy work just outlined and spent in hunting positions, in trying
to secure promotion through personal influence and the favoritism
of friends, or through the energetic activity of business agents.
This demoralizes greatly the scheme of advancement and is injuri-
ous to the profession as a whole even if sometimes helpful to the
individual. It indicates a lowering of ideals and makes for sub-
sequent inefficiency. The question may here be raised whether uni-
versities have not enticed too many and some inferior men into the
college career by the too liberal use of fellowships. Any profes-
sional overstimulation is apt to result in the subsidizing of medi-
ocrity. This danger, long felt by the pulpit, is overtaking the col-
leges.

But even where extensive preparation is sought, that does not
as a rule direct itself towards proficiency in teaching, or familiarity
with general educational and administrative problems, or that broad
training and generous culture that makes the professor in his com-
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CONDITIONS OF EFFICIENT FACULTY SERVICE 491

munity a force for civic improvement and social welfare. The im-
pulse toward these things is rarely gotten save in the school of ex-
perience. My observation is that too many men prove inefficient in
this noble profession of college teaching. As a calling it is singularly
exposed to unpromising applicants, who ought to be discovered and
diverted, rather than helped along and then disposed of by cordial
recommendations to neighboring institutions.

II. ADEQUATE REMUNERATION

I only take time to point out the danger that inadequate salaries
will drive from any profession the best men and lower the average
of general proficiency. Colleges do not have a monopoly in oppor-
tunities for intellectual labor or life. Commercial enterprises are
demanding an increasing supply of scientific and well-instructed
men for their tasks. We owe a duty to the future to present this
matter frankly for public consideration. College presidents and
boards of trustees should speak for the rank and file of college
workers. Endowed institutions should limit their field of work and
restrict their attendance in accord with their financial resources.
This is far better than to expand to the point of explosion or starva-
tion. Great states that can appropriate millions for huge buildings,
athletic fields, and classic stadia, extension courses in all good things
and some things of doubtful value, should not forget the needs of
the quiet and patient workers whose ceaseless toil alone makes all
this equipment worth while.

III. TENURE OF OFFICE AND FREEDOM

No less important than adequate salary is permanence of position
and freedom in the discharge of official duties. These matters are
important for the individual, and no less so for the social aims he is
to serve. Is the college professor free? This question recurs with
some frequency amid the changing phases of educational history.
Every little while the newspapers tell of some one who has lost his
position because of peculiar views. The point of conflict is usually
with the trustees, represented by the college president, or with the
patrons of the institution who support it. The offense may be in
the field of theology, or of science, or of politics, or of social or
economic theory. It is claimed that state institutions resent too free
political expressions, churches fear a liberal theology, and wealthy
benefactors look with disfavor on economic teachings that are pre-
judicial to their material interests. It is not easy to get at the facts
in most of these cases. Sometimes the difficulty is in the man, rather
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492 RELIGIOUS EDUCATION

than in the teacher. The punishment was meted out to indiscretion,
rather than to independence. Then, again, there is something to be
said in justification even of extreme action.

Educational institutions do not spring up of themselves. They
are brought into being by and represent certain forces behind them.
The State is the great founder and patron of schools and of univer-
sities, and the State stands for law and order. Elements antago-
nistic to controlling public opinion cannot properly claim represen-
tation in public education. The socialist, the anarchist, the advo-
cate of absolutism, could not be tolerated as a university teacher.
Churches stand for religion manifested through certain creeds, for-
mulas, and symbols. They have never concealed their antagonism
to radical innovations. So long as they give fair notice of their de-
mands no one may complain of their enforcement. Whether there
is any place for individual control of an educational institution
through patronage is a more doubtful proposition. No individual
views are entitled to perpetual financial support. This would give
an immortality to the individual that is not allowed either to church
or state. No dead hand should be laid with controlling power on
the life of to-day. The thought of the present hour, must guide pres-
ent teachings. Out of these considerations grows this observation,
that for some teachings a man must provide his own platform. He
may not demand a home and a salary from unwilling contributors
in order to ventilate views to them unwelcome and unsound. A
medical college cannot be expected to maintain a chair of Christian
Science. And in the most liberal school of allopathic practice there
is no place provided for teaching hydropathy, or homeopathy, or
osteopathy. Every college professor should also remember that he
is part and parcel of a great institution, and individual acts may be
of the greatest possible consequence to others.

And yet there is another side to all this. Freedom of thought
is an indisputable condition of progress. No compulsion may be
laid on the human soul. It may be led, but not driven, trained but
not forced, taught but not shackled. The interests of society call
for the largest possible liberty in this field. And even when we pass
from thought to speech, the strongest plea is still for freedom—not
unlimited, not forgetful of others, not anti-social—but still the sin-
cere expression of a free soul. The investigator in any field must be
true to the facts as they disclose themselves to him. There must be
no f etters on his hands, no sword hanging over his head. Univer-
sities, above all places, are consecrated to this search for truth. But
it must be made by investigators, not by agitators. Social, political,
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CONDITIONS OF EFFICIENT FACULTY SERVICE 493

and economic theories may be properly and frankly handled even in
a state university. If a church institution is established for the per-
petuation of a fixed creed, it cannot be or claim to be a university;
it is not fairly a college. On this basis there is no ground of appeal
for support or patronage to any but the close circle of the elect. De-
nominational colleges of the present day almost universally oppose
denominational tests whether for faculty or students, and in the field
of science there is at last absolute liberty from the side of both
church and state. Thus the world is moving towards the largest
possible light, and all the forces of progress are fighting1 the battle
of the scholar. Learned societies are helping the individual, and
this we all approve. The press is outspoken for fair play, and the
great power of enlightened public opinion will always express itself
against institutional bondage.

But it is claimed that there are other dangers that threaten the
position of college professors. It is claimed that our present system
of college organization and administration places professors under
the tyrannical control of trustees, presidents and deans, and that a
more democratic government is desirable. I do not hold a brief for
the defense of college presidents, but I do not believe the teaching
faculty has suffered much from unfair rulings from this source. All
college presidents are eagerly seeking good officers and good teach-
ers. Toward those not very good they maintain an attitude of re-
spect and consideration. Few institutions of high character subject
professors to periodic re-election. One of the most embarrassing
problems of college administration is how to reconcile duty toward
the institution with personal obligation toward a member of the fac-
ulty. If college presidents err, in most cases the error is in favor
of the teaching staff. I doubt if there is any important sphere of
co-operative labor in which an inefficient man who behaves himself
and tries even moderately to do his duty is safer against moles-
tation. The business world rarely exercises the leniency that is com-
mon in college boards.

The one real remedy against possible disaster from the side of
trustees is efficient service. The president is under the same law and
is really in a more dangerous position than the professor. Colleges
can never get along without a faculty; they can and have gotten along
well without presidents. The presidency can only endure by func-
tioning for the life and well-being of the whole organism; otherwise
it will be sloughed off or amputated. But the teaching staff is no
vermiform appendix; it is the organism itself. So the college presi-
dent of to-day as part of a noisy and perhaps ephemeral show salutes
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494 RELIGIOUS EDUCATION

respectfully his more permanent and more happy associates and asks
a charitable judgment with a hearty co-operation in common tasks.

IV. A SHARE IN CONTROL

We come now by a natural transition to consider another con-
dition of efficient service, arising from some provision by which
the faculty may aid in controlling and developing the institution
served. Undoubtedly college affairs have moved in the opposite di-
rection—needless now to inquire by whose fault. Faculties have
withdrawn more and more from administrative functions. The
government of students has been placed largely in the hands of
officers, as deans, secretaries, clerks, etc. The larger educational in-
terests, especially of great universities, are equally removed from
general faculty concern. The president may sometimes speak for
them, but if he does not their voice is not heard and their views are
not known. This seems unfortunate. A college faculty is supposed
to be composed of educational experts. These are the natural
friends, counsellors and governors of students and should be found
equally valuable as advisers to the trustees. A large amount of wis-
dom is going to waste. Student life and educational administration
are both falling into outside hands. The corrective influence should
be applied from both sides. The trustees should provide some or-
ganization through which the faculty may consider general questions
of university policy. Action taken in this way need only be ad-
visory, but such advice will undoubtedly have great Veight with any
board of trustees. Such a faculty body might either take up ques-
tions referred to it or initiate matters of concern to them. In this
way trustees might secure valuable assistance and the faculty be en-
couraged to develop its own resources.

My observation is that too often the faculty has been glad to ab-
.dicate all responsibility and withdraw from these fields of service.
They will be invited back as they indicate their own value. But as
long as college teachers busy themselves in their own subjects alone,
turn away unsympathetically from their own students, make no ef-
fort to reach the lives of those around them, pay no attention to the
collective problems of the community, so long will students regard
them as narrow, and trustees regard them as incompetent. So long
as professors die of their own faculty meetings, so long will college
presidents refuse to live by them. So long as debates over the cur-
riculum are party struggles in which each professor represents his
subject alone, so long will our experience in mapping out courses of
study look like crazy patchwork and intellectual aberrations. So long
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CONDITIONS OF EFFICIENT FACULTY SERVICE 495

as professors do not care for the largest possible social service, so
long will they look in vain for evidence of their social value. So
long as they will not lead, they will seek in vain for followers.

V. BREADTH OF SYMPATHY

And this leads me finally to indicate a certain breadth of sym-
pathy as an essential condition of efficient service in all college work
that extends outside the narrow grooves of one's own specialty.
This is the mark that distinguishes the little from the great This
comment is not intended as a criticism of the scholarly habit or in-
stinct. Scholarship is good and its results are important. But there
are men who lose themselves in the process and never reach results;
that know the theory of equations, but never substitute human value
for x y z; that weigh the force of dead moods and tenses, but never
make a positive assertion of their own in the present tense; that
count the ships of Homer, but count for naught the weary hearts
before them; that magnify their studies and forget their students.
It is unfortunate that a contrast is usually made between scholarship
and social interest as if the lack of human interest were character-
istic of good scholarship. For myself I do not believe it. Narrow-
ness of soul, selfishness, imperfection in training, lack of vision,
these are the sins we must fight in order to reach the higher levels
of a teacher's life. The truly great scholar can handle even the min-
utiae of learning in a way to make his greatness felt Dr. Gilder-
sleeve, that prince of American scholars, in one of his charming ad-
dresses has aptly described the power that accompanies such a man's
utterances:

Some years ago I attended a lecture by a great master. The
theme was the vanishing of weak vowels in Latin. Candor compels
me to state that although I pride myself in being interested in the
most uninteresting things, I should have chosen another subject for
a specimen lecture. Candor compels me to state also that I very
much question whether the illustrious teacher would accept all his
own teachings to-day, such progress do grammarians make in de-
vouring themselves and one another. I was much struck with the
tone in which he announced his subject. It was the tone of a man
who had seen the elements melt with fervent heat, and the weak
vowels vanish at the sound of the last trump. The tone, indeed,
seemed entirely too pathetic for the occasion, but as he went on and
marshaled the facts, and set in order the long lines that connected
the disappearance of the vowel with the downfall of a nationality,
and great linguistic, great moral, great historical laws marched in
stately procession before the vision of the student, the airy vowels
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496 RELIGIOUS EDUCATION

that had flitted into the Nowhere seemed to be the lost soul of Ro-
man life, and the Latin language, Roman literature and Roman his-
tory were clothed with a new meaning.

The outline that has been so imperfectly sketched in this paper
has been in part descriptive and in part critical. I have suggested
more difficulties than remedies. The lines of correction lie partly
within and partly without the faculty group. Education is no longer
the simple process it was when Pluto walked in his garden or
Socrates gathered his hearers at the corners of the street. Mark
Hopkins on a log cannot make a university for any one save a hyp-
notized pupiL Education processes of to-day demand an environ-
ment, many laboratories, large libraries, and much equipment. The
best teachers are those who know how to avail themselves of these
things. Hence education has passed from the individualistic to the
corporate stage. It is now the work of a social group, and calls for
organization, co-operation, united effort, and large resources. Con-
sequently the material side of colleges and universities has expanded
unduly. This is the side that appeals to the public. Hence the anal-
ogy between educational institutions and mercantile enterprises that
has been pushed too far for our good. Hence the origin of that
overemphasis of system and supervision and administration that
sometimes weighs heavily on the teacher's soul. It is time to sound
a note of warning; to remind ourselves that the heart of all educa-
tional work is in the teacher's keeping; that effective administration
fails at last if it does not secure sane, steady and happy work on the
part of college professors. If we fail here, all is lost. For what shall
it profit a university to have acres of buildings, marble libraries,
well-equipped laboratories, and extension courses of music, art and
letters if it has a weak faculty and an indifferent student body.
With it all there will be no joy, no inspiration, no harvest of exalted
manhood, no song of personal triumph, no crown of victory for
him that overcometh.
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